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Abstract. The use of textual data has increased exponentially in recent years
due to the networking infrastructure such as Facebook, Twitter, Wikipedia,
Blogs, and so one. Analysis of this massive textual data can help to automatically
categorize and label new content. Before classification process, term weighting
scheme is the crucial step for representing the documents in a way suitable for
classification algorithms. In this paper, we are conducting a survey on the term
weighting schemes and we propose an efficient term weighting scheme that
provide a better classification accuracy than those obtening with the famous TF-
IDF, the recent IF-IGM and the others term weighting schemes in the literature.
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1 Introduction

In the recent years, web users generated a large amount of various and useful text
information. This textual data from Facebook, Twitter, Wikipedia, Blogs, and so one
can be analyzed to identify most informative comments, to get users’ opinions from
comments, to recognize a potentially spam content, etc.

Before classification, text documents must be represented in a way suitable for data
mining algorithms. Thus, several term weighting schemes (also called vector space
models) have been developed in the literature to improve the performance of text
classification algorithms. These techniques can be divided into two approaches,
unsupervised and supervised term weighting methods, depending on the use of the
class label in training corpus. The pioneer works are the unsupervised weighting
scheme, binary and the popularly-used TF-IDF [3]. The binary method tells when a
term appears in a document, and TF-IDF determines terms that are frequent in the
document, but infrequent in the corpus.

However, the traditional unsupervised weighting scheme is not really useful for text
classification tasks. As an alternative, various works have been done on weighting
models based on the known class label, including, the recent TF-IGM scheme [9]. TF-
IGM adopts a new statistical model to measure a term’s class distinguishing power. To
the best of our knowledge, it is the most efficient term weighting scheme.
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This paper challenges TF-IGM [9], and introduce a new and efficient supervised
term weighting scheme based on inertia contribution of document. Our weighting
scheme has the benefit because it affects positively the classification performance. The
experimental results show that our algorithm outperforms the famous TF-IDF, and the
recent and efficient TF-IGM.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses related works. In
Sect. 3, we give the details of our proposition. In Sect. 4, we evaluate the performance
of our algorithm. Section 5 concludes the paper and gives some future works.

2 Analyses of Current Term Weighting Schemes

In the literature, various term weighting schemes have been proposed for text cate-
gorization (TC), and thus for optimizing the classifier accuracy. We have focused on
the limitations of TF-IDF [3] and TF-IGM [9] and others, which are respectively the
most used and the most efficient term weighting schemes.

We can explore the literature, through a simple example. Let’s consider the fol-
lowing corpus, denoted d:

Then, its dictionary is {‘blue’, ‘sky’, ‘bright’, ‘sun’, ‘today’, ‘can’, ‘see’, ‘shining’}.

2.1 Traditional Term Weighting Schemes

Traditional term weighting schemes are Binary (or Boolean), TF and TF-IDF weighting
[2], which are originated from information retrieval. As the weight of a term, the term
frequency (TF) in a document is obviously more precise and reasonable than the binary
value, 1 or 0, denoting term presence or absence in the document because the topic
terms or key words often appear in the document frequently and they should be
assigned greater weights than the rare words. But term weighting by TF may assign
large weights to the common words with weak text discriminating power.

To offset this shortcoming, a global factor, namely inverse document frequency
(IDF), is introduced in the TF-IDF scheme.

wðtjÞ ¼ tfij � log
N
df j

 !
ð1Þ

Table 1. An simple example of corpus d

Id document Document contain Class

d1 “The sky is blue” Negeative
d2 “The sun is bright today” Positive
d3 “The sun in the sky is bright” Positive
d4 “We can see the shining sun, the bright sun” Positive
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Where tfij denotes the frequency of term j in document i and N is the total number
of documents and dfj is the number of documents that contains the term j.

The weight is composed of two factors: the local factor TF (for Term Frequency)
metric that calculates the number of times a word appears in a document; and the global
factor IDF (Inverse Document Frequency) term is computed as the logarithm of the
number of the documents in the corpus divided by the number of documents that are
specific to the term. The basic idea of TF-IDF is to determine term weight that are
frequent in the document (using the TF metric), but infrequent in the corpus (using the
IDF metric).

The term frequency (i.e., TF) for sky in d1 is then 1. The word sky appears in two
documents. Then, the inverse document frequency (i.e., IDF) is calculated as
log 4

2

� � ¼ 0:301. Thus, the TF-IDF weight is the product of these quantities:
1 � 0.301 = 0.301.

The main drawback of TF-IDF is the fact that it unsupervised method; it does not
take into account the distribution of class label.

Since the traditional TF-IDF (term frequency-inverse document frequency) is not
fully effective for text classification. Several various of TF-IDF based on supervised
methods have been proposed in the literature. These variants introduce a new statistic
model: feature selection models to measure the term’s distinguishing power in a class.

2.2 Supervised Methods Term Weighting

By considering the deficiencies of TF-IDF, researchers have proposed supervised term
weighting schemes (STW) [4]. Otherwise, weighting a term by using an information
known by the classes. The distribution of a term in different category is described with
a contingency table shown in Table 2.

A denotes the number of documents belonging to category ck where the term tj
occurs at least once; B denotes the number of documents not belonging to category ck
where the term tj occurs at least once; C denotes the number of documents belonging to
category ck where the term tj does not occur; D denotes the number of documents not
belonging to category �ck where the term tj does not occur. The contigence table shows
that:

• if term tj is highly relevant to category ck only, which basically indicates that it is a
good feature to represent category ck , then the value of A

B tends to be higher.
• if the value of A

C is larger, which means that the number of documents where term tj
occurs are greater than the documents where term tj does not occur in class ck.

Table 2. The contingence table information

Class ck �ck
tj AA B
�tj CC D
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• if term tj is highly relevant to category �ck only, which basically indicates that it is a
good feature to represent category �ck , then the value of B

A: tends to be higher.
• if the value of B

D tends to be higher, which means the number of documents where
term tj occurs are greater than the documents where term tj does not occur in class �ck.

• The product of A
B and A

C indicates terms tj’s relevance with respect to a specific
category ck. On the other hand, the product of B

A and
B
C indicates terms tj’s relevance

with respect to a specific category �ck .

In [4], combining the term frequency and v2 statistic, authors introduce the TF-
Chi2 weight of term tj:

w tj; ck
� � ¼ tfij � N � A� D� B� Cð Þ2

AþBð Þ � CþDð Þ � AþCð Þ � BþDð Þ ð2Þ

In TF.Chi2, the weight of a term is specific to the ck category, i.e. it depends on the
contribution of the term in the ck category. But, the size of the positive class is often
smaller than that of the negative counterpart. The Chi2 statistic is limited in the case of
multi-class classification, because it is a bi-class schema, hence causes performance
loss of classifier. In addition to the drawbacks listed above, the terms informations in
the corpus have not been considered [3].

The Measure of Relevance and Distinction with the AD metric [5] is frequently
used as a criterion in the field of machine learning. It is based on the notion of
relevance of characteristic from the distribution of terms in the category ck. The more a
term contributes to the distinction of category ck , the higher its relevance is in ck. AD of
a feature tj toward a category ck can be defined as follows:

w tj; ck
� � ¼ A

B
� A
C
� A

B
� A
C
� B
A
� B
C

� �
ð3Þ

In AD metric, only the known information of the category is considered, it ignores
the contribution of the terms in the corpus [4] and constitutes a method to bi-class. In
the case of multi-class classification some category may not be taken into account
because are all group in ck.

The work in [6], proposed a term frequency based on weighting scheme using naïve
bayes (TF-RTF). It considered the binary text classification case (for a document, d,
and its label, ck, let ck ¼ 1 denote the positive class, and �ck ¼ 0 the negative one) and
calculated the weight of a term from the posterior probability of each class:

w tj; ck
� � ¼ Nu � log

M1uþ 1ð Þ
M0uþ 1ð Þ þ log

M0þ pð Þ
M1þ pð Þ

����
���� ð4Þ

Where Nu is the term frequency of a word wu in the document; M1u, M0u are the
term frequencies of wu respectively in the positive class and negative class; M1, M0 are
respectively the total term frequencies in the positive class and negative class;
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log
M0þpð Þ
M1þpð Þ, is the ratio of total term frequencies. Like all probability patterns, TF-RTF

can cause a loss of information in multi-class categorization.
As others proposed metrics, the Information Gain [7] of a given feature tj with

respect to class ck is the reduction in uncertainty about the value of tj when we know
the value of ck. The more Information Gain is high for a feature, the more important a
feature is for the text categorization. Information Gain of a feature tj toward a category
ck can be defined as follows:

w tj; ck
� � ¼ X

c� ck�ckf g

X
t� tj�tjf g

P tj; ck
� �

log
P tj; ck
� �

P ckð ÞP tj
� � ð5Þ

Where p ckð Þ is the fraction of the documents in category cover the total number of
documents, p tj; ck

� �
is the fraction of documents in the category ck that contain the

word t over the total number of documents. p tj
� �

is the fraction of the documents
containing the term tj over the total number of documents.

The work presented in [8] (TF-BDC), the relevance of a term in a category is
defined from the value of entropy. More the entropy is high, more it appears in several
categories, and less discriminating they are. However, higher the concentration of the
feature in a ck category is, more important its discriminating power is. Conversely, a
term with a more or less distribution uniform in the different categories has often-
smaller entropy.

w tj; ck
� � ¼ 1þ

P cj j
k¼1

p tjjckð ÞP cj j
k¼1

p tjjckð Þ log
p tjjckð ÞP cj j
k¼1

p tjjckð Þ
log Cj jð Þ ð6Þ

With p tj; ck
� � ¼ f tj;ckð Þ

f ckð Þ , where f tj; ck
� �

denotes the frequency of term tj in category

ck and f ckð Þ denotes the frequency sum of all terms in category ck.

Example: in Table 1, the term “sky” has an entropy more higher than the term “sun”,
but “sun” has a higher discriminant power because it is specific to the category
“positive”.

Like all feature selection methods, TF-BDC ignores the contribution of terms in the
document collection.

In order to overcome the shortcomings of the bi-class schemes, Chen and al.
propose Inverse Gravity Moment –TF-IGM [9] in order to explore both the contribution
of terms in the classification and the provision of information in corpus. It is defined by:

w tj; ck
� � ¼ tfij � 1þ k � igm tj

� �� � ð7Þ

Where 1þ k � igm tj
� �

denotes the igm based global weighting factor of term tj in
document di, and k� 5; 9½ � is an adjustable coefficient for keeping the relative balance
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between the global and the local factors in the weight of a term. The igm tj
� �

is defined
as follows:

fj1Pm
r¼1 fjr

ð8Þ

Where the frequency fjr (r = 1, 2, …, m) usually refers to the class-specific doc-
ument frequency of the term and fj1 the maximal frequency of the term of the class m
(sort in descending order). TF-IGM is a supervised term weighting system (STW) be-
cause the global IGM weighting factor depends only on known class information, and
the contribution of terms on the corpus is ignored.

Like all the supervised methods studied in this paper, only class information is used
to determine the overall factor. However, the relevance of a document di depends on its
position relative to the center of gravity Gi. Hence the importance of the terms that
constitute it.

3 Our Proposed Term Weighting Scheme: TF-ICD

In this section, we propose a so-called ICD (inertia contribution document) model to
measure the class distinguishing power of a term and then put forward a new term
weighting scheme, TF-ICD, by combining term frequency (TF) with the ICD measure.

3.1 Problem Definition and Motivations

Let d be a set of labeled documents di; in which class is of a finite number of discrete
symbols, each representing a class of the classification problem to be addressed.
A document di is represented as a vector of terms di ¼ ft1i; . . .; trig where r is the
cardinality of the dictionary ft1; . . .; tng, and 0\tij\1 represents the contribution of
term tj to the prediction of class. Thus, di is represented by a matrix tij. Non-zero tij
indicates that term tj is contained in di.

The aim of our proposition is to transform the initial corpus d into matrix tij such as
tij outperforms the state-of-the-art term weighting scheme by giving better classifier
accuracy:

tf � icdðdÞ ¼ matrix tij=f : fT1; . . .; Tng ! class is better:

Where icd represents our statistical model that measures the information quantity of
a document, which reflects the term’s class distinguishing power.

3.2 Analyzing the Discriminating Power of a Document

From the multidimensional statistical models a corpus can be presented as an
individual-variable as described in the Fig. 1.
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Where I is all individuals (documents), J is set of variables (terms), and tij is
frequency of the term j in the document i.

By replacing the contingency table with the probability table, we obtain (Fig. 2):

From its average conditional distribution (f:jn likelihood of using the tj term). The
higher the independence gap, the lower its weight is and its high inertial contribution
k dið Þ.

3.3 Inertial Contribution of a Document–ICD

The inertial contribution is the amount of information that a document provides in a
corpus, it depends on the product of two measures: (i) the weight of a document di;
(ii) and its difference to independence.

The weight of a document is the probability of obtaining the document di belonging
to the category ck and is defined by

f i
n
: ð9Þ

Fig. 1. Matrix tij=f: T1; ::; Tnf g

Fig. 2. Matrix fij=f: T1; ::; Tnf g
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The relevance of a document relies to its distance to the origin of the center of
gravity described in Fig. 3.

d2i2 i;GIð Þ ¼
Xj¼J

j¼1

fij � f:j
� �2

f:j
ð10Þ

We thus obtain the inertia contribution of a document di in the corpus, defined by

kðdiÞ ¼ fi:
n
:
Xj¼J

j¼1

fij � f:j
� �2

f:j
ð11Þ

The Table 3 presents the inertia distribution by categories and by term.

Fig. 3. Distance of a document from the center of gravity.

Table 3. Intrtia distribution by categories and by term

Class c1 c2 … ck
kðckÞ

P
di�c1

kðdiÞ
P
di�c2

kðdiÞ …
P
di�ck

kðdiÞ
kðtij�dÞ

P
di�c1f g

kðdiÞ
P
di�2f g

kðdiÞ …
P
di�kf g

kðdiÞ
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ICDðtj; ckÞ ¼ log2 1þ
P

di�ckf g tij 6¼0f g kðdiÞ
Nj

 !
ð12Þ

Where
P

di�ckf g tij 6¼0f g kðdiÞ is the sum of the inertia of documents di of category ck

containing tj and Nj is the number of documents di of category ck containing tj.

3.4 Term Weighting by TF-ICD

The weight of a term in a document should be determined by its importance in the
corpus and its contribution to text classification, which correspond respectively to the
local and global weighting factors in term weighting. A term’s contribution to text
classification depends on its class distinguishing power, which is reflected by its
contribution of documents inertia. Higher the inertia is, greater term weighting is
important. This last can be measured by the ICD metric.

Hence, instead of the traditional IDF factor, a new global factor in term weighting is
defined based on the ICD metric of the term, as shown in (12). Therefore, the TF-ICD
weight of term tj in document di is the product of the TF-based local weighting factor
and the ICD-based global weighting factor, i.e., wðtj; ckÞ ¼ tfij � ICD tj; ckð Þ, which is
expressed as (13).

wðtj; ckÞ ¼ tfij � log2 1þ
P

di�ckf g tij6¼0f g kðdiÞ
Nj

 !
ð13Þ

4 Experiments

4.1 Datasets

In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed method, we used the Spam
collection [10]. In data preprocessing, all words are converted to lower case, punctu-
ation marks are removed and we used stop lists and no stemming algorithm.

The sms spam collection is composed by 4,827 legitimate messages and 747
mobile spam messages, a total of 5,574 short messages. Table 4 shows its basic
statistics.

Table 4. Basic statistics.

Class Amount %

Hams 4,827 86.60
Spams 747 13.40
Total 5,574 100
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4.2 Results

After applying our term weighting scheme, we have tested three well-known data
mining algorithms on the transformed corpus. Table 5 shows the effectiveness of our
term weighting algorithm for text classification. The classification accuracies obtained
by successively applying SVM, DT and LR algorithms on our term weighting repre-
sentation are better than those obtained on TF-IDF and TF-IGM.

5 Conclusion and Perspectives

In this paper, we studied the term weighting scheme issue. We proposed an efficient
term weighting scheme based on inertia contribution of a document.

The test results of text classification show their convincible efficiency. We plan in
our future work to conduct our algorithm on others benchmarks data sets.
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